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EDIT ORIAL
In its NEWS LETTER for January 1970, the Society for the Investigation of
Unidentified Flying Object Phenomena, (SIUFOP), states clearly its opinion that
there is no proof that Unconventional Flying Objects, known popularly as flying
saucers, exist. It may be instructive to consider whether or not this assessment of
the current situation in the field of UFO-research is a sound one.
Approximately 90'/"

of UFO reports derive from misidentified

man-made

objects and natural phenomena, with a sprinkling of hoaxes and hallucinations to
make up the total. Among the remaining l0% of sightings, however, a substantial
majority of accounts relate to objects which exhibit a strong " family " likeness.
The likeness is of flying machines of highly sophisticated design.

The U.S. Air Force and other UFO-debunking agencies dispose of these
awkward reports by taking them one by one and making one or more negative

them. T'heir key tactic is, " look for the loophole."
is not surprising that a ioophole of some kind can almost always be found.

assumptions in the case of each of

It

For my own part, I think that we should be mindful of the celebrated " razor "
axiom of William of Occam, which bids us refrain from multiplying unnecessarily
the (assumed) causes of phenomena. Why not make the overall assumption that
the basic similarity in the narratives is due to the fact that the witnesses are describing
objects belonging to a single class ?

If I am reminded of the notorious unreliability of the human eye and mind, I
reply that, by making the overall assumption, I am automatically cancelling out the
individual visual and mental peculiarities of the observers by concentrating attention
on the features common to ali the reports under consideration.
Given the hard core of reports of objects exhibiting a common pattern of
this constitute proof of the existence of flying

appearance and behaviour, does
saucers

It

?

depends on what one is prepared to accept as proof.

The late E. J. Ruppelt, in his book, " The Report on Unidentified Flying
Objects," quotes an unnamed U.S. Air Force officer as follows:

"

Everyone has a different idea of what proof really is. Some people think
we should accept a new model of an airplane after only five or ten hours

of flight testing. This is enough proof for them that the airplane will
fly. But others wouldn't be happy unless it was flight-tested for five or

ten years. These people have set an unreasonably high value on the word
'proof.' The answer is somewhere in between these two extremes."
Preciseiy

I

!7e have no flying saucer " hardware " except a few metallic fragments of
origins. Such evidence as can be presented in favour of the existence of
IJnconventional Flying Objects is circumstantial in nature. It is for each of us
disputed

individually to weigh this evidence and arrive at a verdict for or against the reality
of the elusive UFO.
2

nearly twenty years-of UFO-investigation, I have no hesitation in stating
. ${tel
I regard the_evidence in favour of the real existence of Unconventional F1yin-g
o^bjects as overwhelming. I do_ not_ base.my finding on any single report or group
of _reports, but on the accumulated testimony of ihousands oi t.portr to i'tii.it
.,

that

unbiased evaluation is obliged to attach the legend,

It

Unknown."

is unfortunate that UFO-research has become the playground of emotionally
-I'have

unstable persons) culti-ts and space-struck juveniles.
always opposei
attempts to transform UFo-research into a " Movement " and condemned ttre sort
of proselytism which assumes that a useful purpose is served by seeking to bludgeon
the man-in-the-street into a conviction that UFOs exist. There is i real dariger,
unfortunately, that intelligent persons) such as our colleagues in SIUFop wolnd
seem to_ be, may be deterred by all the folly and humbug from the realization that,
as Dr. J. Allen Hynek has suggested, there is a signal in the noise.

To vary the metaphor, let us beware of throwing out the baby with the bath-

water

!

UFOs: PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORIES
AND THEIR DEFECTS
Considering the UFO-sceptic's casual assumption that UFOs are always seen

by cranks and simple-minded persons deceived by their wild imaginations, it is
rather surpri,sing that nobody has ever tried to arrive at a successful psychological
explanation for all of the good reports. Certainly, the more ambiguous stimulithe " lights in the sky "-pay be considered in the light of psycholbgicai processes
which modify the witnesses' perception of their " IJFO " (see2,7,l0,aid a brief
mention in 5); but there is a limit to the extent to which normal perceptual processes
may be distorted, and as Smith (9, p. l) points out, the hardcore reports can be
dealt with only in terms of three basic explanations: they are hoaxes, hallucinations,
or real sightings of unconventional objects.

Despite the fact that the two major alternatives to the alien intelligence
hypothesis are both psychological, it is clear that no real attempt has been made to
develop these ideas or give UFO reports a systematic treatment along these lines.
The psychological literature is not very helpful. The latest book on superstition,
for example, which might be expected to throw some light on the problem, carries
only three references to " flying saucers," none particuiarly relevant (4). In an
interesting article about subjective phenomena Holt (3) refers to the possibility that
" nonhospitalised persons " (i.e. UFO witnesses) may hallucinate; however, since
he describes the subject as " another iournalistic sensation " it may be assumed that
he has given the matter little thought.

It

is not hard to see why so

iittle attention

has been paid to the hoax/hallucination

theory, and rvhy the Colorado Project failed to give it serious consideration in the
cR. The difticulties are obvious. lJFo sightings tend not to be unique to a
singie person-that is, a cerrain group of people with a common ireid of view either
ctll see a UFO at nane of them see it. Uniess the doubtful " mass hallucination "
concept is given credence, hallucination may be irnmediately discounted. Secondly,
of coutse, physical evidence in the form of photos, radar tracks, landing imprinli
and so on have been associated with a significant number of sightings. Thirdiy, it
may be argued, somervhat less strongly, that the fact that there is similarity between
separate individuals' sightings regardless of theii: differing geographical and culturai
environments (the same things are seen by Eskimos, African tribesmen, and
Rrazlltan farmers) tends to suggesr that the phenomenon is independent of the

witnesses' psychology and prior knowledge of UFOs.

Furtherrnore, haliucinations are raiher infrequent happenings almost inevitably
related to certain definite psychophysioiogical states: sensory restriction (exposure
to-.a totally mo.notonous enr,'ironment); sleep deprivation; abnormality (..g.
schizophrenia, epilepsy); d;:ug intake (e.g. of LSD); and, more interesting fiom
the ufologist's point of view, they may be produced in deep hypnotic trance. An
interesting r"eview of, such phenomena is given by Mcl(ellar (6). Rather vivid
hallucinationc rnay occur spontaneously just prior to sieep or after rvaking, and
this should be kept in mind when considering a report from someone awakened in
the night to see a uFo-especially one that fler,v in through the bedroom window
to m.ake lepairs.

.

When, in a given case, hallucination is obviously not an appropriate explanation,

the hoax possibiiity remains; and rhis is more diflicuit to deb w*n. Lboking ai
the probiem theor"etically, .it is clear that a potenriai hoaxer needs three things:
motivation for faking a sighting; some means of producing the " evidence "; and
considerable knowledge of the subject. These are all, in theory, susceptible to
analysis" Certain very likely hoaxes do indeed seem to be associated with distinct
sections of the population-e.g. some of, the contactees, the people who like to send
up _h-ot-air _balioons, .and the pairs of teenagers often associated rvitit polaroid photos
of UFOs (8, p. 121). Attempts may be made to reproduce the physical evidence
using ccrnventional means. And, carefully used, the so-called " lie-detector,' can
eiicit information about prior knorvledge held by the alleged witness. Vhole
Ei1'o_ups _of witnesses may be dealt with in motivational terms (pilots, military people
and policemen, for example) and with reference to availabilit)' of informatibn
(witnesses in very underdeveloped regions).

_

__

_only one seriou-s attempt has been made ro develop a psychological theory of

uFos, that by Black (1). He tries ro show how multiple-*itness sightings might
be generated througtr an interacion of known perceptual, social and hypnJtic
phencmena in a kind of murual-suggestion process. This model has the m-erits of
quantification and testability, and it can easily be shown that the predictions derived
from it are not in accord with the known data (to be published).
ta

The only plausible explanation for the observed data might be one that
a spontaneously-occurring hallucinogenic condition affecting all the
people in a particular area. However, its effects r.vould of necessity have to be so
specific that its presence would have to be artificially induced; indeed, this is the
suggestion made by theorists such as Bowen and Cade. This does not realiy explain
anything as the origin of the effects remains unknown, while the final answer is
postulated

placed at a more fantastic level.

The current status of psychological theory in ufology is simply, therefore, that
there isn't any. Nobody has succeeded in explaining how an ordinary farmer,
going about his business, might suddenly experience a vivid hallucinatory UFO
landing; nor have they shown why a"pparently normal policemen, astronomers, and
radar controllers should try to prejudice their careers by teliing rvild stories and
rnanufacturing fake evidence. Most discussions about these possibilities are eittrer
naive (" they're all equaliy crazy ") or maintain a somewhat strained, embarrassed
air, usually succeeding in ignoring any descriptions of real, hard-core sightings
(e.9. 10).

It should be stressed, however, that olrr failure to explain just how a UFO
might be generated psychologically does not rule out the possibility tirat UFOs are
so gener:ated. The question rnust uitimately be settied by a carefutr einpirical
anaiysis, and not by philosophical discussions about the possibility of lif-e elsewhere,
psychological phenoinena.
Philosophising is no substitute for the formulation of testable theories, and in the
continued absence of the latter the problem will r'emain unsolved.

or the likelihood that there exist remarkable new
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Editorial Note :
.Rea9:T seeking further information on the possible psychological implications

^ uFo phenomelon-,- should consult, niyils
€
!h.
]
Things seen i-n rhe Skies," by the late Dr.

the writings of Tom Comella. (Peter K6r).
Profess_or.

idea of a

Heuyer, of the French Academy

" flying

Sauieis-a ilnoae.n^tuytn- oi

c. G. Jung. They are also referred

saucer psychosis."

to

of Medicine, has developed the

The British UFO Research Association does not hold or express corporate
views on UFO phenomena. The Editor and his contributors are soiely responsible
for views advanced over their names in this ', Journal.',
Articles and items for inclusion in the " Journal " must be sent direct to the
Editor and not to other BUFORA officers. Requests for permission ro reproduce
material f,rom the " Journal " should also be addressed to-the Editor.

SIPA.OIELIINIK
WORLD UFO NEWS and FLYING SAUCER SCENE
publication is. erratic, readers still say " SPACELINK is worth waiting
IttLo"gj
for."
They also complim-ent us
irs high standard, variety of content and highl!
-on
lonservative approach. Vol. 6, No. 2 (1970) discusses thai Mysterious chun[ of
cjnadian Hardware, the.woburn Abbey affaii, the Tyneham " landing " and Angel
Hair with photogra_phic illustrations. As weli as contact and historic"al materialiii
is packed with useful information, including book and magazine news, club news,
list of European UFo magazines, LIoNEI's I-IT'lgR and 40 uFo lectures oi
events.

32 fully illustrated pages (off-set litho):

3/6d. or 60 cents.
13i6d. (Overseas l4/0d.) or 2 dollars.
Available from most U.K. clubs; Atlantis Bookshop, w.c.l.; Susanne stebbing;
Sammy Paradice (USA); William Moser-UFOIC (Australia); or
Subscription for four issues:

christine Henning (BA), sK sub-Dept,

gg

Mayday Gardens, London s.E.3.

SOUTH YORKS UFO STUDY GROUP, anyone interested in forming such an
T. Driver, 3, Kingston Road, Intake, Doncaster,

investigation group conract
Yorkshire.

COMPUTERISED UFO.RESEARCHA TIMELY REMINDER

" Data collection is a pleasant pastime, and the essential primary basis for
scientific investigation, but it should not be an end in itself. In a subject such as
ufology, moreover) if it is pursued to the exclusion of speculation, hypothesis, and

it is wellnigh worthless. Even if you analyse by computer roomsful of
' reports ' on funny lights and other things in the sky, what have you got ? Maybe
evidence of temporal or spatial incidence, shape, color, behaviour (alleged), and
suchlike, but the whole exercise is useless unless you have at least some theory as
to how such statistics should or might be interpreted. None of the buffs have any
theory,

real theories except some of the older organizations that insist all UFOs are machines

deny that

could contain living entities, rve should note!-and the
as convinced that they are all manifestations
of glorious ' space people.' No wonder our* opinions do not find favour with any
of them."

they
-but
'contactees ' who express themselves

(*The Society for the Investigation of the Unexplained, from whose Journal,
PURSUIT, Oct. 1969, the above extract from " An Open Letter to Al1
Parties

"

is gratefully acknowledged).

**********
SITU also report the following, published in the Spokane Daily Chronicle of
l8th April, 1969'.-" A member of the Condon Committee on Unidentified Flying
Objects said Thursday three UFOs sighted by astronauts in space never have been
explained. Dr. Franklin E. Roach, a visiting professor at the University of Washington and consultant with the Battelle-Northwest Laboratory, said one object was
sighted by James McDivitt during the Gemini 4 flight. It had entenna-like
extensions from both ends. Roach said: 'Our first interpretation was that it was
another satellite, but on checking we couldn't come up with any known satellite
with an orbit that would take it near Gemini.' Another unexplained sighting was
by Frank Borman in Gemini 7 who reported sighting a spark-surrounded object
travelling in a polar orbit, Roach said."

PUBLICISE BUFOR.A. with BUFORA envelope stickers: 25a-716; 100-3/6;
50-216; post free or send S.A.E. for free samples (red only). From: Lionel Beer,
14, Freshwater Court, Crawford Street, London \7.1.H lHS.

PSYCHICAL RESEAR.CH AND UFO.RESEARCTI
we are not alone in our difficulties in attempting to convince the . Men of
science' the r-eality,of uFo phenomena. rne fott'owifig i, ;-";r.uct from a talk
given by
Heywood tb the Centre for Spirituai irrJ nry.rrological st"ai"r,
published-Rosalind
by-permission in the December 1969 numbe. of tn.ld"inal of the British
society- of T)swss1r,
Experience or rn"estigaiorr i"to ity.hili
,'The.
Research'j-" To, go ,entitred
back to the
early researchers. wiirr .n"oi-ous industrv thev
collected thousands of carefully check-ed and corrobo.ut.a *..r oi pri-*"r6 ,rr"i
sufficient,. so they^thought, to iarry the wals of scientific ;.th';d;;y bv ,toi*. -g;i
those walls held fast, and mosr siientists labelled ESp, as
1,, u" .gr.gio",
logicsl 51tr. ,any one. ostensibly paranormal event, rtrey said,
";; ;;1
ii take;;dili.ly,
al.yays be explained away-as-due to malobservition, faulty *.-o.y, d;fibe;i;
etc., etc., and if it seemed too watertighr, then it was obviorrjly u .tr"i.
;n-Sir,;
coincidence." If one.substitutes.'.UFo sighiling' for , pri,l , CFor
,c!.uld
lyrng,

"roi in a
and ' ufological '_ for ' paranormai,' the pirallel"is remartaute. Moreover,
novel r harre read recently, one of the lead-ing ch-aracters says: ..There *1i}*uv,
be criticism. rWhatever the results_ produced, whatever the nature of tfre e"iae#e,
always be some- people whb are ut able, for various i.uro.rr, to accept the
l?:f
Xilt
rdea ol
the exisrence of ESP. If Rhine made a_mistake, it was in supposin! ttrat
any amount of statistica.l proof would convince t!9m.- Did you.rr.. t6u'.-it.".tory
about the man who had never seen a. giraffe ? That,s whai some people u.. iiG.
They stand in front of the cage, staring.up ar. this bloody g..ut *idui;;a
'I don't believe it!' You jusi can't ta"lk io them, u..arire"tteir minds are ;t;
like
closed, empty boxes."
DONATIONS BUFORA

Executive wish to acknowledge their thanks and
to members who so generously responded to the

appreciation

recent appeal for funds.

PAPUA JUNE 1959
I was in Darwin at the time. A small government settlement in the furthermost corner of the Northern Territory of Australia of which the island of papua
and New Guinea is a Mandate Territoiy under a united Nations charter. D;6i;
is the most remote radio station of the Ausralian Broadcasting Commission nationr.vide network. f r,vas an announcer and reporter.

. There are three people.ro every 100 s_q-uare miles in the Northern Territory
and the nearest town in Alice,spiings.1000 miles away. It was p".rrup, iH',
isolation which^prompted us to take more than usual interesi in out ,r.ur., n.lgiUours
Timor, New Guinea and Papua and the rslands of rndonesia. we kne# of the
work that our fellow Australians were doing in papua and New Guinea, or trriii
diffi.culties.with the_practice of headhunting and the effofts of people ti(e paitrei
Gill who had established mission stations in order to educate tLe native p.opGr.
This area is still a part of the world that is a challenge to geographers and explorers
alike.
8

But although I was in the same part of the wodd as Fr. Gill and the extra-.
ordinary_events of 1959, it was not until 1963, having worked for a while attached
to an oil .exploration group.in the jungle of rimer*and compieted a trip u;;;d
the world that I ended up back in Darwin as Director of ralks prog.uir,-uJui"

for the ABC, and subsequently discovered in the archives of the o"-.*i" 'e-rii"J

saucer Research Society
.(wh_iih was _Qqiry disbanded) an original t"p. i.."iil"E
of an interview with Fr. Gill about his UFOlontact. Procurinfttre tapi I producei
a radio program using Fr. Gill's account as the focal point of tfre narrative^in which
he relates what actually took place.

You may remember the story, it rvas the strangest, and at the same time one
.
of^ the most authenticated UFo reports ever recoried.- It told how Fr. william
Giil, an Anglican clergyman^in.Pap-ua, observed on two separate evenings n"a ioi
up to four hours a number of disc ihaped objects in the sky over his mis#on. one
of these objects hovered so.low that what appeared to be four human Rgu.e, coutJ
^testimonial
be distinctly s_een moving about on board.
giving a fuil ac6ount of all
that happened was signed by Fr. Gill and the 37 other wiinessjs who were with him

at the time.

But let's start at the beginning. \il/e have said that the sightings occupied two
"25th june
t959 when
+gh1s. It was ar a quarrer to seven on rhe night of rhursday,
the fi.rst object came over the horizon and this is how Fatheri Giil t![s the story.
" I came out of the dining^room after dinner and casually glancecl at the sky,
with the purpose, I suppose, of seeing venus. weli, I saw veius but I also saw
this sparkling object, which rvas to me peculiat'because it sparkied and because it
was.very, very blight and it was above Venus and this caused me to watch it, for a

while. And I

it descend towards us.,'
Father Gill then went on to say that the shape of this object was clear and well
saw

-^
defined.
That

it made no sound- and left no vapour trail' behind it. when it
ascended and descended vertically. S7h^en asked about its size he said
it compared with a grapefruit held at arms iength. Fr. Gill also told interviewers
that it changed 9o1our as it came closer, from abrilliant white to a pale orange. ff.
then went on: " The fact that we saw what appeared to be human beings """ ii i
think is the. important^thing. .ft certainly waithe important thing to is. Ttrey
weren't noticeable at first.
..Th._ object came down to 450ft. perliaps) or maybL
moved

it

300ft. even:

it

was rarher difficult_to judge at that time of night urrd'r,ot

h;;;;

experience in measuring elevation that is purely guesswork. Brit as we watched it]
'on
men came out from this object and appeared
the top of it, on what seemed to
be a deck on the top ofthe huge objeCt.

" There were four men in all. occasionally tlvo, then one, then three, and
four. \x/e noted the various times when the men appeu.ed, and gave ihem
each a number for identification. we noted the times wtrin t, 2, and.3"appeared,
and when I and 2, and when 7, 3, 4, and 2, and so on, and later on all those tiriltress.t
were quite sure that our records were right. They agreed with them and saw the
then

men at the same time as I did. They were able to-sign their narnes as rvitnesses of
what rve assume rvas human activity or beings of sorie sort on the object itself.
Another peculiar thing about it was the shaft of blue light which emanated
^ " what
from
appeared to be the centre of the deck. Now from" time to time these

men seemed to be working at something on the deck. They would bend forward
and appeared to manipulate something on the deck and therr straighten themselves
up and occasionally would turn round in our direction, but on the"rphole they were
interested in something on the deck. Then from time to time this blue light-lmore
like a thin spot-light-emanated skywards. It would remain on for a-second or
two and then switch off. I recorded the times at which we saw the blue light

come on and off, and for the rest of the night, after all that activity, the craft ascen&'ed
and remained very, very high up. Now between 8.28 p.m. and 9.15 p.m. we saw
four of tlrese objects altogether. They were the main object and three others. I
have a diagram Jt_ ttty_ r_eport showirig their relative positions regarding the two
main mountains behind the place of observation.,,

Finally the craft sped off across the bay. The time taken to cover this 30
as half a second I
Well that was the night of Thursday, 25th June. Two evenings later on
Saturday 27th the craft returned. Fr. Gill continues the story: " Now the next
night was the really exciting night and to my mind the main event of the whole
episode. At 6 o'clock, one of the female members of the hospital staff at Boianai
came to me or rather ran shouting out to me that this object had been sighted again.
That was p g'clock, long before darkness. It was just after sunset and this girt
mile distance being estimated

had sighted the

object.

So we came out again and we called all the people we could

muster, and we, began official observation at 6.02. Now this night was as I say
the_greatest night of activity and the most exciting. In the sky we had the firsl
craft of which I spoke earlier, still with rhe men on board, but beside that we had
seven other objects in view. Apparently a lot smaller, quite high in the sky, and
they were all disc shaped, quite different from the other main object, which after
this we called the ' mother ship.' The 'mother ship ' was a huge disc. It had
decking and so on top, or at least what appeared to 6e decking. \fell now f am a
poor mathematician but I at one time dared to say it was about 35 to 40 feet at the
base and perhaps 20 feet at the top. At no time did we see the discs come from or
return to that 'mother ship.' We just assumed that they belonged to it in some
way.

"'We saw no human activity on the other discs so
they were remotely controlled in sorne way or other.

I

presume we can assume

" This night was the night when we actually exchanged signals between
ourselves and the 'mother ship.' We waved and the figures on top of the deck
waved back. When we flashed a torchlight towards it, it moved for*ard and came
quite close towards the ground . . we actually thought it was going to land. But
it didn't. We were awfully disappointed about that.t'
The original account of Fr. William Gill's experiences was chiefly published

to the world by the Rev. Norman Crutwell. The Rev. Crutwell is himself an
administrator at an Anglican Mission station in Papua, and the two reports to the
Flying Saucer Review (Sept./Oct. and Nov./Dec. 1959) which were given considerable
column space were due to him. The two mission stations are only about 15 miles
apart, and the two gentlemen were acquainted. Rev. Crutwell had already been
a keen and active observer and reporter to many quarters of the world of UFO
activity in and around his mission station. He was already at that time a correspondent to the Flying Saucer Review.

l0

. Thg Junejpisodes-were merely_the climax of what had been a sreadily increasing
interest by uFos in that area. These earlier sightings prior to June irad alread!
been reported to the wodd's press., It need hardly be stressed that clergymerl
perhaps even more than_ others who hold positions of responsibility and disC'ietion,
need to be very sure of their-facts before jeopordising their integrity. This in no
way renders the two men infallible but if you have heard, as I-have, the verbal
account_ Uy f.. \7illiam Gill of the events outlined, taken note of tris objective
approach to details such as times, heights, and distances, and seen the sworn afhdavit
of the events of that week, signed not only by himself but by no less than 37 other
witnesses, then we can but conclude that we have on record <jne of the most aurhenticated accounts of a distant encounter with UFOs and occupants yet to reach our

files.

SraN AlNscoucn.

Footnote. The BUFORA Research Section has obtained a rape recording of the
rldio program from which the bulk of this article has been prepired. The Sirector
9{ Rgs^eaych has a,copy of some extracted notes from the ieport on ' papuan IJnidentified Flying Objects' by the Rev. N. E. G. Cruttwell, M.A., Oxon., of the
Anglican Mission, Menapi, publishg4 in March 1960. These extracts, including
copies of^the drawings made by Fr. Gill and other witnesses will appear in the nexi

edition of the Research Bulletin.

Srnpl*u SunH.
(Typed frorn original notes prooided by Sean Ainscough, and from the interoiezts
gioen by Fr. GiQ to the Darwin uFo Research society as recorded for the
Australian Broadcasting Commission, Darwin Station, by Sean Ainscough.

2411170.
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NOTES & QUOTES
Appreciation.

It is learned with great regret ofthe resignation of
Richard Farrow from the post of Investigations
Co-ordinator. His enthusiasm, conscientiousness and ability in research have been of inestimable value to BUtroRA, for which
we thank him. Good luck, Richard, in your new job in Norway.

A Gift of Value.
by him, which was used r",^
in 1969.

Year Show

No report necessary.

ro register our thanks to BUFORA
Mr. Peter Johnson of Norwich, for the

S7e wish

member

d.-f;$::?*'"?tdi,:liJ;# $litV'fiTifK'.'j
Our Chairman, Ivar Mackay, arrived early one
morning during last Autumn's Chelsea Antiques

t'fl&:'i#il.e"*;.r"tffi{3*J:

find a number of ,. uFos ,, r,o'.riflui1,."rt#lb'*ih:
but he is not submitting a report. A practical joker had suspended a number of
very large wooden bowls and other circular objects from the rbof on nylon thread.

ll

Was it that visit to
Cradle Hill ?

" Not even nuclear rockets will make intersteilar travel possible because of the distance

involved, though it could come through some_
thing we don't yet know about. I suspect it might be something to dJwith the
forces of the mind."
-Patrick Moore, quoted in the " Sunday Times,, of 281121,69.

Bye-Bye

Bluebook.

Project Bluebook, the u.s.A.F. uFo investigation Agency, (or Front), is to cease operations.
Few will regret its passing, except possibly Major
Keyhog and NICAP, who lose an oid and tried target foi their spieen. in fact,
undoubtedly,_the.U.S. Air Force will continue its UFO studies beirind the scenes,
unhampered by the need to juggle periodically with statistics in order to haze the
American public.

The Aftermath of

condon.

Has the condon Report harmed UFO-research

Of

course

?

it has-and no amount of special

pleading designed ro transform a negative ieport
positive one will help matters at ail. The Report, together rvith-a scarcity of
uFo manifestations in Britain and many parts of the world, has led to a falling-off
of interest in UFOs on the part of a section of the public which normally exhib'its a
measure of interest in them. I am not personally rnuch concerned, 6owever, in
that I have never looked upon the evangelistic efforts of certain UFO buffs with a
faygurlblg_gVe. If every man, woman and chitd in Britain suddenly evinced a
belief in_UFO reality,.we should nor, on this account, know a single-thing more
about UFOs than we do already.
!11o_a

A Fallacy Revived.

The journal, " The Ley Hunter," has been re.born under the editorship of Mr. Paul Screeton.

Will someone please tell me how and why the
prehistoric population of Britain, lacking means or incenrive to do anything of the
sort, laid out a vast and countrywide system of suaight trackways ? Xfhen I debunked the idea in the Summer 1967 issue of this JOURI'{AL, not a single ley
enthusiast raised a voice in opposition to my remarks. Belief in leys seems io be a
matter of faith rather than of proof or logic. An elemenrary knorvledge of Pre-

historic Archaeology sulfices to disprove the idea. rJThy clutter up tlie field of
UFO-research with such notions ?

Is the End in

W'e continue to receive predictions from UFO
enthusiasts conneciing the phenomena with an
assumed catastrophe to corne) foliowed by the
dawn of, a New Age. Maybe! In the past, many such beiiefs have been exploded
by the passage of time. The Dead Sea Sect of Essenes, for instance, anticipated

sight?

in detail the destruction of the Ancient World and the triumph of their beliefs.
Then, in A.D. 68, the Roman Tenth Legion, moving down to the artack on
Jerusalem, took a casual swipe at the headquarters of the Sect-and that was that
Messianic dreams faded in the cold light of reality.

J.C-B.
t2
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LETTER.S TO THE EDITOR
Norwich, Norfolk.

Editor,

30th January, 1970.

BUFORA Journal.
Dear Sir,

I have just read " The Scoriton
_
Bryant says that

Mystery

" for the first time. In it,

Mr.

some of the spacemen he met had only four fingers on each hand.

rn another book connected with UFos, I read of a legend a6out the beginnings
of mankind. rt states that the rnother of ail men was a woman named'oryun"a,
r,vho had four fingers on each hand. she came down from the sky and gave birth
to seven sons, from whom all men are descended. Then she weni back io the sky
and was not seen again.
Perhaps it could be ascertained whether
_
^ he made his contact
before
claim.

Mr. Bryant had heard of this

legend

Yours faithfully,

C. E. STUART-MILLS (Miss).
Editorial Comment :
I don't think so, nearly three years after Mr. Bryant's death, especially in view
of the diff.culty expelienced in finding out during his lifetime exactly what he had
read on the subject of UFOs.

. T.ttiq rnay be one more odd coincidence in an affair abounding in peculiar and
inexplicable circumstances.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute,
College of Arts & Sciences,
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061,
U.S.A.
22nd January, 1970.

Editor,
BUF'ORA Journal.
Dear Dr. Cleary-Baker,

In the BUFORA

Journal, Volume 2, Number 9, you mention that certain

observations due to Allen H. Greenfi.eld are in close accord with views that vou
have formed ind_ependentiy " on the basis of information available " to yourself.
I would be grateful if you would kindly let me knorv the nature of this information.
rt seems to me that ali the members of BUFORA have a right to this knowledge,
otherwise I cannot understand what BUFORA is for.
Sincerely,

r. J. cooD,
M.S., Ph.D., D.Sc., Sc.D.,
University Professor.
Editorial Comment :
I have no information which is not available to any BUFORA member who
cares to consult the Association's library and records. My interpretation of the
available information is my own and happens to coincide closely with that which
Allen H. Greenfield has framed on the basis of (presumably) identical information.
l3

FORTHCOMING

EVENTS

Bufora western Regional conference : It is with great pleasure that we can
announce that our hosts for this event will again be members of the British Flying
Saucer Bureau, who organised such a successful Conference in 1969, is scheduled
for 16th May next at Shirehampton Public Hall, not far from Bristol. More definire
information regarding rhis event will be circulated later.

National sky-watches : Two sky-watches have been proposed-fbr 16/r7th May
and 27 l28th lune. Further details will be given in due course.

Symposium : ' Spacelink' is arranging a symposium to be held in London on the
l8th July. The venue and other details are eagerly awaited but, we are told,
admittance is to be by ticket only and all those who wish to attend should write to:
Miss Christine Henning, 99 Mayday Gardens, London, S.8.3. Cost will be about
8/- per head.

Lectures

:

BUFORA_

4th April. 'Question Time Special'-This will be the
last of the present series. The next series will start on
5th September and is in the course of preparation.
BUFORA Annual General Meeting will be held on 3rd
October, 1970.

COS-MOS-

2lst Nlarch. 'The Hoaxers' by Norman Oliver.
25th April. ' Spacemen from the Past' by Raymond
Drake.
(Al1 the above
at 1900 hrs).

CONTACT-UK-

l8th April. Lecture by Rex Dutta. Caxton
1900 hrs.

t4

will be held at Kensington Central Library

Hall,

BOOK REVIEWS
..

OPERATION EARTH ''
By rne Hou. BnrNsrsy Lr Ponn TRtNcu
Published by Neville Spearman.

Pnrcs:30/-.
The fifth book from the pen of the International chairman of the ' CONTACT '
Editor of Flying Saucer Review, internationally acclaimed
authority 9l -former
ufg phenomena and a staunch protagonist of the ' Sky people,' has,
quite frankly, left me a little breathless and I find it rather difficult tb ieview
impartially.
To the hide-bound scientist it will mean little or nothing and is likely to end
up in the.w.p.b., whilst r can almost hear the starry-eyed, emotionally unstable,
organisation,

uFo buffs quoting from it like Bible-punchers ai Speakers;
corner. I know Mr. Le Poer Trench to be a deep-thinking, lever-headed and
entirely conscientious person and I'm sure that he never intended his book to suffer
this kind of treatment. Nor should it, for r suspect that it holds the ultimate
over-imaginative

essence of his particular ufological philosophy, of which his previous works were
the forerunners, in regard to the reality, origins, purpose and relationship ofthis
disturbing phenomena to the evolution of this planet in the past, at the present
time and in the near future.
. Jh9 fu1g1e is. grim indeed if the _growing apprehension that the planet is going
to 'flip' within the next three decades comes true. It's inhabitanti have alieadi
'flipped-their-top' according to a hypothetical Spaceman who says: ,, All of yoi
on your planet are mad. Every person you meet on the streets is insaner" and
then proceeds to. enumerate a faidy comprehensive list of our failings. Bui there
is hope for us-in spite of the brainwashing by the denizens of Etheric and Inner
larth realms, the machinations of the USAAF, CIA, Colorado University, USSR
Academy of Sciences, MIB and other visible and invisible 'suppressors ' and
'conditioners,' including Government employed psychiatrists, whose future policy
might well be one suggesting that all who see uFos are in need of some kind of
psychiatric attenrion, to spite the fact that we are all quite mad already. yes, there
is hope for us, but only when these 'celestial craft' are openly accepted and when a
closer contact established with the benignant Sky People leads to ihe triggering of
an expansion of consciousness to the awareness of higher spiritual princip6s and an
eagerness to operate in harmony with the Christ Consciousness. In fact, in the
past we have had our 'Men in white' to help us, but I rather fancy it is really
up to us now-or elsel
It is both a book of doom and a book of hope, indicating unseen pitfails and
exciting possibilities. It is, I feel, almost an 'appeal.' Theie is mention of the
heritage and traces that the Sky People have left in our planet in past ages and our
possible genetic links with them; Orthoteny and Leys; Space-travel by a method
-projection;
faster than the speed of light; other Space-Time continua; Astral
Disappealances.and Abductions; Atlantis; the predictions of Edgar Cayce and the
'end
famous Nostradamus regarding the happenings to take place a1 the
of this
century; a few nice words about the'Drop-outs'of our modern society, and many
other matters of interest.
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Of the photographs, I was surprised ro see that the last two were exactly
similar to the lenticular clouds which I have so ofren seen and photographed in
Corsica and which are a familiar cloud phenomena in that part of the world. I
was also surprised to see quoted the over-ripe and quite un-substantiated story,
promulgated by Ray Palmer, of the late Admirai Byrd's expeditionary flight over
the North Pole observing an ice-free land with lakes and tree-covered mountains
with a monstrous animal moving around. The only oficial account of the
expedition was pubiished in the National Geographic Magazine and makes no
mention of such an area. The story is generaily regarded as the product of an
over-fertile irlagination, and as complete nonsense by the informed.
A bibliography, index and eight pages of photographs are included.
E.A.I.M.
..

MYSTERIES OF THE SKIES "
Bv GonloN I. O. Lonr and Hanoro H. DnNsaurr
Published by Robert Hale & Co., London.
Pnlcn: 36/-.

In many of the published works covering the history of UFO

phenomena the

to one again and again in one form or another. I
am not suggesting,that these sightings are of little importance; on the contrary,
they are classics of their type, but one must not be led to think that there weie
not other equally important events which have not had such frequent publicity.
Thus it is that one turns the pages of this volume to dicover a treasure-house of
same old sightings are dished up

these lesser known sightings.

The Authors, co-founders of Aerial Research Associates, claim to have access
to all the most comprehensive collections of UFO data in the world, including that
of NICAP of which Gordon Lore is Assistant Director and Harold Deneault was
formerly Assistant Editor.
With an Introduction by the President of the Aircraft Owners and Pilots'
Association, Washington, they open with a very full study of the mysterious
'Airship'flap of 1896197, then retrogressingintime, record a number of sightings
made at sea, the first of which is made by Christopher Columbus in 1492. Observations by Astronomers, and others, of some very startling aerial phenomena during
the 18th and l9th Centuries are followed by an account of the extraordinary
" Battle of Los Angeles " in 1942, not to be found in history books, and the " FooFighter " epidemic of World War II not only in the air but also over the sea and
on land, all of which makes fascinating reading.
The survey is brought up to within recent years with the inclusion of certain
' classics ' supported by a considerable number of important but lesser-well-known
sightings of which mention has been made above.
$7e1i annotated, indexed, and containing a usefui Chronology (and Bibliography) of the history of Flight from 1709 to 1947, as well as a general Bibliography
set in ' Time Periods,' a chart of Planet positions and ten pages of illustrations, it
will prove, I believe, a useful addition to UFO literature as a 'first' from these
Authors.

E.A.I.M.
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